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. A Comparative Analysis of John Calvin and Martin Luther Concerning the

First and Second Commandments
by Timothy Shaun Price*
In the Ten Commandments one is able to see a clear expression of
God's moral law presented to the human agent. Though its applicability has at
times been in question, throughout Christian history the Ten Commandments
have been central to the manner in which believers were instructed in how one is
to act. Interestingly, both Calvin and Luther wrote at length concerning their
view of the Ten Commandments. Though most church historians focus on the
manner in which the Lutheran, Reformed, and Roman Catholic traditions
differed in the areas of faith and works, or law and gospel, David Steinmetz
states, "Some of the fiercest Reformation controversies centered on specific
commandments and their meaning for the life of the Christian churches." 1
Examining Luther's and Calvin's perspectives upon this topic should provide
some insight into the manner in which the Christian should implement the Ten
Commandments into his or her life. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to
provide a brief introduction and comparison of Luther and Calvin concerning
the Ten Commandments with reference to how these two Reformers differed in
their interpretation of the Commandments. To provide the reader with some
insight into Luther's and Calvin's thoughts concerning the Commandments, this
paper will deal specifically with the First and Second Commandments. 2

Martin Luther
Luther once said:
I have often said, and I will say it again: Whoever rightly
understands the Ten Commandments and especially the First
Commandment, I will gladly sit at his feet and let him be my
doctor (teacher). I consider myself more learned than the
fanatics because they do not understand the Ten
Commandments. Thank God, I understand them, but I also
know that the Ten Commandments remain my Donatus, my
ABC book, yes, my Bible, in which I must ever remain a
pupil, although I have read through the Bible over and over. 3
*Timothy Shaun Price has an MA and ThM in ethics and an MDiv in evangelism and
biblical languages from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Wake Forest, NC.
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Luther primarily provides his exposition of the Ten Commandments
within his Treatise on Good Works. 4 This treatise grew out of Luther being
asked to write a sermon on good works in response to being accused by his
enemies that his stress upon justification by faith alone would lead to a total
neglect of good works, and therefore, to lawlessness and immorality.5 Luther
has at least three guiding principles in dealing with the Decalogue and the topic
of good works. First, he makes it clear that the "first and most precious good
work is faith in Christ.,,6 He does a masterful job of blending the doctrine of
sola fides with a necessary confluence of good works by stating that this highest
work is actually faith in Christ. Second, Luther believes that the subject of good
works is often grossly misunderstood. He says, "There is no silver, gold,
precious stone, or rare treasure that has as many substitutes and flaws as good
works.,,7 Throughout this Treatise he continually points to ways in which good
works and, therefore, the Decalogue are misunderstood because of
misinterpretation.
Third, and perhaps most pertinent to the topic of the subject at hand,
Luther says, "We have to learn to recognize good works from the
commandments of God, and not from the appearance, size, or number of the
works themselves, nor from the opinion of men or of human law or custom, as
we see has happened and still happens because of our blindness and disregard of
the divine commandments."s He draws this interpretation from Matt. 19:16-22
in which Jesus is asked by a young man what he should do to inherit eternal life,
and Christ answers, "If you would enter life, keep the commandments.,,9
Of supreme importance to this topic, Luther and his subsequent
followers draw from the Catholic standard of the time in his delineation of the
Decalogue. When comparing Calvin's understanding of the Decalogue to
Luther's, Luther's delineation results in a combination of the First and Second
Commandments into one commandment, and a splitting of the Tenth
Commandment into two commandments. 10 To avoid confusion, perhaps it
would be helpful to quote what Luther referred to as the First Commandment:
You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make
for yourself a carved image, or any likeness of anything that is
in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the
water under the earth. You shall not bow down to them or
serve them, for I the LORD your God am a jealous God,
visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children to the third
and the fourth generation of those who hate me, but showing
steadfast love to thousands of those who love me and keep my
commandments (Ex. 20:3-6).
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When writing the Small Catechism, Luther followed the standard
medieval catechism text, and thereby reduced the First Commandment to: "You
. shall have no other gods.,,11 Luther says that a god is "that upon which one
relies for all good things and in whom one takes refuge in all times of trouble.
Thus, to have a god is nothing less than to trust and believe in that one from the
whole heart.,,12
In his Treatise Luther says that this Commandment means that God is
saying, "Since I alone am God, thou shalt place all thy confidence, trust, and
faith in me alone and no one else.,,13 Timothy Wengert argues that for Luther
the Decalogue is actually seen in light of the First Commandment. 14 He quotes
Luther when he says, "It (the First Commandment) is to illuminate and impart
its splendor to all the others. In order that his may be constantly repeated and
never forgotten, you must let these concluding words run through all the
commandments, like the clasp or hoop of a wreath that binds the end to the
beginning and holds everything together.,,15 Luther also expresses belief in the
priority of the first commandment in the Treatise. He says:
And this faith, this trust, this confidence from the heart's core
is the true fulfilling of the First Commandment. Without such
faith no work at all can satisfY this command. And because
this commandment is the very first of all commandments and
the highest and the best, (the one) from which all others
proceed, in which they exist and by which they are judged and
assessed, so its work (that is, the faith or confidence that God
is gracious at all times) is the very highest, and best from
which all others must proceed, in which they must exist and
abide, and by which they must be judged and assessed.
Compared with this work the other good works are like the
other commandments would be if they were without the first
and if there were no God. Therefore, St. Augustine speaks
rightly when he says that the works of the first commandment
are faith, hope, and love. 16
Another fascinating aspect of Luther's interpretation of his First
Commandment, as well as the others, is his understanding that each
commandment would in fact take a lifetime before the believer came anywhere
close to achieving its purpose. Luther sets up an interesting scenario in which
faith is the highest "work." At first this sounds antithetical, but he sets up his
scenario in such a way that this "work" is completely unachievable apart from
Christ, and with Christ it would nonetheless take more than a lifetime to perfect.
He states in the Treatise, "Does not this single First Commandment give us
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more work to do than anyone man can dO?,,17 Faith and works are integrally
tied together in the Treatise. In fact, Luther says, "Yes, this confidence and faith
must be so high and strong that a man knows that all his life and works are
nothing but damnable sins in the judgment of God." 18
Because Luther understands the First Commandment to deal primarily
with one having other gods, he relegates the pertinent topic of images or icons
and does not directly deal with them in the Treatise. Luther does so elsewhere
such as in a sermon delivered in Wittenberg on March 11, 1522, entitled,
"Concerning Images.,,19 Because Luther is adopting the Catholic delineation of
the Decalogue, he does not see the subject of idols as the central message of the
First Commandment. He therefore says, "Concerning them (images) also it is
true that they are unnecessary, and we are free to have them or not, although it
would be much better if we did not have them at all. 1 am not partial to them.,,2o
Luther's senior colleague on the faculty of theology, Carlstadt, believed that the
First Commandment required a radical simplification of worship and the
elimination of all cultic art. 21 Carlstadt's radical thinking of the purpose of the
First Commandment was a foreshadow of the reconsidering of the First
Commandment by the second generation reformers.
In sum, Luther's understanding of the commandment "You shall have
no other gods," involves putting one's faith and trust in the one true God, for
"without such faith no work at all can satisfy this command.,,22 Therefore the
purpose of this commandment is to "require that kind of true faith and
confidence of the heart that is directed toward the one true God and clings to
him alone.,,23 To put one's full faith and confidence of the heart in anything
other than this one true God is to achieve far less than the work which is called
upon by the believer in this commandment.
John Calvin
Much of Calvin's dealing with the Decalogue is contained in the
institutes II. vii-viii. Chapter seven is entitled, "The Law was Given, Not to
Restrain the Folk of the Old Covenant Under Itself, but to Foster Hope of
Salvation in Christ Until His Coming," and Chapter Eight is entitled,
"Explanation of the Moral Law (The Ten Commandments).,,24In chapter eight
Calvin demonstrates his explanation of the purpose and function of the
Decalogue as a whole. The law functions to "lead one to a greater detestation of
sin.,,25 Here Calvin also elucidates his understanding of the purpose of the
"inward law,,26 or moral law which has been put in the hearts of men.
In Calvin's understanding there are three uses, or "three parts,,27 of the
moral law, which he demonstrates in chapter seven. The first use is the
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pedagogical or convictional use in which the law acts like a milTor in which one
learns to see himself or herself as God does. Calvin states, "The first part is this:
while it (the moral law) shows God's righteousness, that is, the righteousness
alone acceptable to God, it warns, infonns, convicts, and lastly condemns, every
man of his own unrighteousness.,,28 Calvin's second use of the law is the
political or civil use in which the law acts as a bridle to restrain man from being
even worse than he may cUlTently be. He states, "The second function of the
law is this: at least by fear of punishment to restrain certain men who are
untouched by any care for what is just and right unless compelled by hearing the
dire threats of the law.,,29 His third use is the didactic or nonnative use in which
the law acts like a lamp which teaches believers to be perfect and pleasing in the
sight of God. While the other two uses may be considered negative, this is a
positive use which leads to sanctification. Calvin believes this to be the primary
use of the moral law. He states, "The third and principle use, which pertains
more closely to the proper purpose of the law, finds its place among believers in
whose hearts the Spirit of God already lives and reigns.,,3o He goes on to state
that this use of the law reveals two things: a proper understanding of the Lord's
will and by frequent meditation upon the law one will be aroused to obedience
and drawn back from sin. 31
Although the function of the law may not be of primary significance to
the subject at hand, the importance of discussing Calvin 's uses of the moral law
in reference to the Decalogue is that Calvin saw the Ten Commandments as the
central revelation of God's moral law. Therefore, when discussing the First and
Second Commandments, Calvin is viewing them as a focal point of revelation.
This is seen prima facie in the title Calvin chooses the give Chapter 8 of Book
n32 in which he equates the moral law with the Ten Commandments.
Throughout Calvin's exposition he translates from the Vulgate. He
identifies the first commandment in Exod. 20:2-3 as, "I am Jehovah, your God,
who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. You
shall have no other gods before my face." Calvin is thoroughly theocentric in his
writing about the commandments. He makes it clear that in God revealing
himself as "I am Jehovah," "God first shows himself to be the one who has the
right to command and to whom obedience is due.,,33 He goes on to say, "The
purpose of this commandment is that the Lord wills alone to be pre-eminent
among his people, and to exercise complete authority over them.,,34
Compared to Luther, Calvin's exposition of the First Commandment is
relatively short in the Institutes. He sees this commandment as God stating that
he himself is preeminent and, therefore, man should have no strange gods.
Calvin also provides his understanding of the Decalogue in at least two of his
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other writings: a series of sennons on the commandments which were delivered
in 1555, and in his Commentaries. 35 He deals with the First Commandment in
his second sennon which was delivered on June 12, 1555.36 In this homily
Calvin examines many of the Christological implications of the First
Commandment which are not present when he examines it in the Institutes.
Also, it seems that in this sennon he goes to greater lengths to examine Israel as
a particular people which has been called out of Egypt.
Calvin speaks much on the First and Second Commandments in his
hannony of the last four books of the Pentateuch. 37 One interesting aspect of his
Commentaries is that he sees much of the activity of the Exodus as leading up to
the Decalogue. In fact, he refers to the institution of the Passover as "The
Ceremonial Supplements of the First Commandment.,,38 He does so because he
views the activities of the Exodus event and the Law of Moses as centered
around the Decalogue. Throughout his exposition he arranges the activities of
the Exodus event and giving of the law under each of the Commandments which
it is related to. When Calvin does approach the First Commandment he says, "In
this commandment God enjoins that He alone should be worshipped, and
requires a worship free from all superstition.,,39
Calvin quotes the Second Commandment as being Exod. 20:4-5 , "You
shall not make yourself a graven image, or any likeness of anything that is in
heaven above, or in the earth beneath, or in the waters which are under the earth;
you shall not adore or worship them." In the First Commandment God declares
that he alone is God, and here he declares "with what kind of worship he should
be honored.,,4o Calvin says that the purpose of this commandment is "that he
does not will that his lawful worship be profaned by superstitious rites. To sum
up, he wholly calls us back and withdraws us from petty carnal observances,
which our stupid minds, crassly conceiving of God, are wont to devise.'141 This
commandment is directed towards believers in the one true God in that it
restrains man from creating a representation of God, who is incomprehensible
into an image to be perceived by our perceptions, and towards unbelievers in
that it "forbids us to worship any images in the name ofreligion.,,42
In his Commentaries Calvin says that the Second Commandment
provides a definition of "legitimate worship" of God. 43 He also makes a case for
the separation of the Catholic fonn of the first commandment by saying that the
First Commandment explains who should be worshipped and the second
commandment states how He should be worshipped. In this commandment one
sees that "the words simply express that it is wrong for men to seek the presence
of God in any visible image, because he cannot be represented to our eyes.',44
This theocentric focus of the commandment is also present in Luther.
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Calvin delivered his sennon on the Second Commandment on June 17,
1555. 45 In this sennon Calvin takes a similar stance as to what he does in the
Institutes. He argues that this commandment forbids man from directing worship
towards anything or anyone other than God. He says that the evil of idolatry is a
"vice (that) is rooted in the depths of our bones.,,46 In a similar fashion to
Luther, Calvin saw both a positive and negative aspect as being present in each
of the commandments. Both are present in this sennon by Calvin. The negative
aspect is stated in that man is warned against the dangers of idolatry. The
positive aspect is stated in the fact that when idolatry is not present all one's
worship and adoration is directed towards God. Therefore, in being commanded
not to be idolaters, mankind is commanded to be worshippers of God.

Comparative Analysis of Calvin and Luther
The most obvious difference in Calvin and Luther's understanding of
the commandments is that Calvin, as a later refonner than Luther, chose to break
from the traditional Catholic delineation of their First Commandment by seeing
it as two commandments. Calvin initially discussed the First Commandment in
the 1536 edition of the Institutes, and by this time there was much debate among
the Catholics and Refonners over the purpose, functioning, and numbering of
the commandments. What began as a disagreement over the meaning of the First
Commandment, "prompted dissension over such related issues as the role of art
in Christian worship, the nature of the Lord's Supper, the authority of the Old
Testament for the church, and the pace of ecclesiastical refonn.,,47
In particular, Calvin and Luther differ on their interpretation of the
focus of the First Commandment. In both his Large Catechism and his Treatise
on Good Works Luther focuses on man's faith as the primary emphasis of this
commandment. In the Large Catechism Luther says that to "have a god is
nothing else than to trust and believe in him from the heart.,,48 Luther expresses
the same sentiment in numerous places in the Treatise by understanding faith as
the highest work which is the purpose of the First Commandment. 49 Therefore,
this interpretation views faith and works as integrally tied together as one
requires the other.
Calvin's emphasis in the First Commandment focuses more upon the
third use of the law, in that he says the "first foundation of righteousness is the
worship of God.,,50 In God saying "you shall have no other gods," God is
saying, therefore man is to worship the one true God. While Luther's emphasis
focuses more upon man placing his faith in God alone, Calvin focuses upon
God's place as preeminently above creation, and therefore deserving of worship
and righteousness on behalf of the creature.
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Calvin was somewhat of an innovator in his view of the Second
Commandment. Luther disagreed with Carlstadt and Zwingli who were banning
all images from worship to form a further severance from the Catholic faith
because of their interpretation of this commandment. Luther stated that he was
indifferent towards the matter. Calvin sided with Carlstadt and Zwingli, but with
a slightly deviant purpose. Calvin did not rail against iconoclasm in itself, but
rather what was at the heart of this issue; namely worship which is misdirected
towards someone or something other than God. The medieval church had
approved of image worship, and when Luther adopted this form of the
commandments, the proscription of images became a parenthetical inclusion
under the First Commandment. 51
Calvin speaks against the Catholics and the Lutherans in this regard
when he discusses the division of the commandments into two tables in the
Institutes. He says:
Those who so divide them (the commandments) as to give
three precepts to the First Table and relegate the remaining
seven to the Second, erase from the number the commandment
concerning images, or at least hide it under the First. There is
no doubt that the Lord gave it a distinct place as a
commandment, yet they absurdly tear in two the Tenth
Commandment about not coveting the possessions of one's
neighbor. Besides, their division of the commandments was
unknown in a purer age, as we shall soon see. 52
Calvin's reinstitution of the Second Commandment also provided an
emphasis upon "spiritual worship" which is present in his Commentaries and in
the Institutes. He states in the Commentaries, "God, therefore, calls , for the
affections of the heart, that He alone may be spiritually worshipped.,,53 In his
prohibition of idols in the Institutes Calvin explains how believers spiritually
worship an invisible God. By this Calvin means that no image could rightly
express one's worship of God. Therefore images or idols will detract from the
worship of God. 54
Related to Calvin and Luther's understanding of the First
Commandment 55 is the fact that they have similar affinities concerning natural
law. Calvin and Luther both have an understanding of part of the identity of
natural law being present in the Decalogue. Calvin views the written moral law
in fact as being a statement of natural law. He says this is so because what is
engraved on the stone tables of the law is also engraved in the hearts of men. 56
Calvin's use of natural law arguments in this case and others was controlled by
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his "pessimism about man's unaided ability to perceive the truth or know God"
because of the Fall. 57
In Calvin's writings the written law and natural law go hand in hand.
He states that "the Lord has provided us with a written law to give us a clearer
witness of what was too obscure in the naturallaw.,,58 Calvin was influenced by
Luther in his definition of natural law and places more of an emphasis on the
extent to which man's understanding of natural law was darkened by the Fal1. 59
Many scholars have seen a clean break between the Catholic view of natural law
based upon Aquinas and the views of the Reformers concerning natural law.
Perhaps this is not the case, as both Luther and Calvin invoke natural law as
being present in the Decalogue. 60

Conclusion
Luther and Calvin are clearly agreed that the First and Second
Commandments prohibit the worship of any God besides the one true God.
Luther argued against Carlstadt (with whom Calvin agreed) that the prohibition
of idolatry did not mean the prohibition of all visual art from worship. This issue
between these great minds was not whether these commandments were valid but
rather in interpretation and application. 61
There are several ways in which Luther's and Calvin's differences
concerning the Decalogue and the First and Second Commandments in
particular are relevant today. First, both Reformers add a valuable contribution
to dialogue upon this subject. One may not agree completely with Luther's or
Calvin's interpretation of these commandments, but they both contain a wealth
of wisdom from which one is able to draw. Secondly, because of the importance
which Luther and Calvin both placed upon the First Commandment, their
interpretation guides much of their hermeneutic for the rest of the Bible. 62
Luther and Calvin see a theocentricity in these commandments which pervades
the message of the Bible as a whole. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly,
there is a devotional character to the study of Luther and Calvin on the
Decalogue. A reexamination of Luther and Calvin on the commandments leads
the reader to a deeper understanding of what he or she thinks about the First and
Second Commandments in relation to his or her theology. The moral norms
which are set forth in the Decalogue are guiding principles for one's life, and
therefore a thorough examination of what those who have gone before us think
about this subject should deepen one's understanding of biblical theology.
In conclusion, Luther downplayed the importance of a prohibition
against idolatry because he saw this as parenthetical compendium to the First
Commandment. Calvin took a theocentric view of the First and Second
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Commandments which resulted in his understanding of the commandments to
invoke worship and display the righteousness of God. The similarity and
differences of these two thinkers concerning the Decalogue continues to guide
the church' s perception of the purpose and function of the law to this day.
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